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Antiquity qj MW~. :: 
the Huronian rocks underl.ie the Coteau they would certainly 
appear at the surface at a great many places. Prof. Hind vis-
ited this ridge near the 49th parallel ; so did Dr. Owen. Mr. 
Featherstonhaugh has described it. Keating has given us in-
formation concerning it. Nicollet's opinions are on record. 
These all testify that it is made up of drift. Probably 
the basis rock is .Cretaceous, as that formation appears on both 
sides in the adjoining streams. 
Some of the conclusions advanced by these early explorers 
have proved untenable, in the light of later investigations, and 
will form the subject of another paper. 
GEOLOGICAL AND ARCHEOLOGICAL EVIDENCES 
OF THE ANTIQUITY OF MAN. 
BY A. E. JOHNSON, M. D. 
[Delivered before the Academy, January 8th, 1814.] 
Gmtlmun: Our by-laws make it the duty of the retiring 
President to address the Academy, when he surrenders the chair 
to his successor in office. On this occasion, I thought it would 
be at least interesting, if it does not prove instructive, to engage 
your attention for the hour, in considering the antiquity of our 
race, in the light ·of geological revelations and archeological 
confirmations. 
History and tradition afford no certain evidence of man's 
existence upon the earth, beyond, perhaps,six or seven thousand 
years, which appears to be a short chronological record, when 
compared to that reasonably and certainly revealed by geology 
and archeology. 
It is not with man's historical nor traditional records that I 
have to do at this time, for these are not very ancient. There 
are men now living upon the earth, who have seen one-sixtieth 
of this period. These, then, are but the records of a few gen-
erations pac;t, compared with the generations that preceded all 
written history and all traditional accounts of man's existence. 
In all inhabited regions of the globe, we pass backward from 
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the present, along the line of historical and traditional accounts 
of man's existence, to a period beyond which, there is no 
recorded evidence of an earlier existence, except that which is 
revealed by geology and archeology. These reveal a greater 
antiquity of our race. Man's osteological remains, his bronze, 
stone and bone implements are found in fluviatile and lacustrine 
drifts, in peat beds, tumuli, shell mounds, glacial drift, ancient 
caves, beneath fluvio-marine strata, gravel beds of pre-glacial 
rivers, and beneath volcanic mountains. 
Far back in the primitive ages, when man was ignorant of the 
use o~ metals, he f~hioned bone, hom and stone weapons, by 
which to facilitate his power, and increase his comfort. Then, 
he was nomadic in habits, and subsisted by fishing and hunting, 
and left traces of his existence in the relics of his ancient and 
rude feasts, and in his lost or cast-away weapons. 
The amateur curiosity-seeker and the geologists and archeol-
ogists are bringing these remains to light, which not only dis-
close man's prehistoric existence, but establish beyond all pos-
sible successful disputation, that his primitive existen~e was ex-
ceedingly low and crude, and that his physical form approached 
much nearer to the quadrumana, the animal next below him in 
the zoological scale, than the highest form of the homo order 
does to-day. 
Some of man's ancient remains are found in excavating 
canals, railroads, cellars, wells, and in sinking mining shafts at 
very great depths in the earth. Geological chronologies and 
archeological remains conduct us along the line of pre-historic 
man through vast and untold ages The quaternary epoch does 
not bound his antiquity, for he survived the hard conditions of 
the glacial epoch, and left his bones in the pliocene period, and 
his syenitic instruments in the middle tertiary. 
But however far geology and archeology may serve to guide 
us toward man's primitive state, there is a time in his antiquity 
at which these fail to mark his footprints. Back of this, and 
for long ages before man learned to constr~ct imperishable im-
plements of flint, quartz, granite and syenite, we must regard 
him as being in a more helpless condition amidst the inclement 
and wild .nature which surrounded him; and yet, we must re-
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gard him as somewhat advanced, for he had learned the use of 
fire, as, also, to make use of horns and jaws of wild beasts, by 
which he increased his power over his enemies, and facilitatad 
his comfort. 
Back of this, then, we must go, for he still had an ancestry, 
to that period of his existence when he subsisted upon wild 
fruits and roots, and when he sheltered in caves and crevi~es of 
the earth, and when he, with little more cunning than they, 
measured strength with the cave bear and the hyena, hand to 
paw and jaw to jaw, unassisted by weapons of any sort, save it 
were a club or a stone unfashioned. And this doas not limit 
his antiquity. Back of this, and for long ages back, through 
evolution by homologous variation, to that point of ascensive 
change, where the homo characteristics become more strongly 
marked than the antecedent anthropoid characteristics, we must 
go, if we would know the primitive condition of our race. But 
the doctrine of progression by ascensive variation or homo-
logous change, does not concern us in this inquiry, for it is en-
tirely foreign to, and beyond our subject at this time. 
We must commence our search for the evidences of man's 
antiquity, where history and tradition fail to guide us, and pur-
sue the journey into the remote ages of the past, by the chro-
nologies of geological revelations, confirmed by archeology, and 
thus approximate, as near as we can, that primitive condition 
of man, when he slew his meat with his jaws, and devoured it 
like the carnivora, while the helpless animal from which he tore 
it, was writhing in the agonies of death-the gasps growing 
feebler and the heart-throbs fainter, and the warm blood flow-
ing which he drank with a relish. 
The evidences afforded by geology and archeolog} establish 
the fact that the primitive· condition of man was low and ex-
ceedingly rude, that he has ascended from a lower physical form 
and from a lower to a higher state of mechanical ingenuity, and 
therefore, the ruder and less perfect the instruments appear, 
the farther back in time we may reasonably suppose they carry 
us, if they are brought to light in a limited district or country 
which is peopled by the same race, during the periods indicated 
by the improved workmanship, as well as change of material of 
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which the implements are composed. Under such circumstances, 
archeological remains taken in connection with other events 
and other remains, mark the relative antiquity of our race. For 
example, if the remains of an animal are found three feet be-
neath the surface of a peat bed, they must be regarded as very 
much. more recent than those of another found thirty feet be-
neath the surface of the same formation. 
Danish Peat-beds.-Peat beds, or growth, are the most recent of 
an geological formations. To reflect any light from this source 
upon the antiquity of man, we must approximate, as near as may 
be, the age of these growths or deposits. We must draw our con-
clusions of the age of pe.at beds mainly from botany and paleon-
tology, both floral and faunal. It is proved from botanical 
researches that the lowest ~tratum of two or three feet of the 
Danish peat beds is composed chiefly of moss and acquatic 
plants, above which is another "not made up," says Lyell, "ex-
clusively of aquatic or swamp plants. Around the borders of 
the bogs, and at various depths in them, lie trunks of trees, 
especially of . the Scotch fir (Pinus Sylvestris) often three feet 
in diameter, which must have grown on the margin of the peat 
mosses, and have frequently fallen into them. This tree is not 
now, nor has it ever been, in historic times, a native of the 
Danish islands, and when introduced there, has not thriven; 
yet it was evidently indigenous in the human period, for 
Steenstrup has taken out, with his own hands, a flint instru-
ment from below a buried trunk of one of these pines. It ap-
pears clear that the same Scotch fir was afterwards supplanted 
by the sessile variety of the common oak, of which many 
prostrate trunks occur in the peat, at higher levels than the 
pine ; and still higher the pedunculated variety of the same 
oak (Quercus robur L.) occurs with the alder, birch, (Bitula 
verrucosa Ekrk.) and hazel. The oak has now, in its turn, been 
almost superseded in Denmark by the common beech. Other 
trees, such as the white birch (Bitula alba) characterize the 
lower part of the bogs. and disappear from the highest, while 
others agaiu, like the aspen (Populus fremula) occur at all levels, 
and still flourish in Denmark. All the flora and fauna of the 
Danish peat are, geologically speaking, of recent species." 
~. 
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The Danish and Swedish naturalists and antiquarians have 
established a succession of J*riods in the formation of 
peat beds, w'hich embrace the latter part of . the stone age, 
the bronze age, and the commencem~nt of the iron age. Stone 
implements have been found in the lowest strata of the Danish 
peat beds, and bronze higher up in the bogs. Moilot and 
others tell us that the iron age corresponds to the beech-tree 
period ; that the bronze age corresponds to the oak period ; 
and Steenstrup, Millson, Forchhammer, Worsaae, Thompson 
and others, say the stone age was represented, in part, in the 
'Scotch fir epoch of the Danisil peat beds. Lyell informs us of 
an age of copper between the stone and bronze age, and says, 
"hatchets of copper have been found in the Danish peat beds." 
It must be obvious to any one, with a moment's reflection, 
that an enormous period must have elapsed, to have produced 
the natural destruction and natural introduction of the succes-
sive floral changes, the remains of which are found in, and 
compose the Danish peat beds. The beech-tree period now 
flourishing there was as thrifty before histJric and traditional 
times as now ; and the birch period and the oak epoch must 
have been, at least, each as long as the beech period, and the 
days of the Sc'otch fir cannot have been less. If we take the 
beech period as a type of the duration of the forest changes, 
{there being now no evidence of a natural decay of the beech 
forest,) we may reasonably regard the duration of the aggregate 
periods of the successive floral changes of the Danish peat 
beds as amounting to 36,<XX> or 40,<XX> years. Beneath the 
Scotch fir, flint implements have been found, and it is but 
reasonable to regard them as being there bef01:e the trees 
fell, if nett before the forest grew. 
Somme Valley Peat Beds. - These appear to be as 
ancient as the Danish peat beds, if we may judge of 
their antiquity by the archeological remains found 
in them. These peat beds embrace the commencement 
of the iron age, the bronze age, and the latter part of the stone 
age. The Abbeville peat beds of the Somme Valley 41re 
stated by M. Boucher de Perthes to be sometimes more than 
thirty feet thick, and to contain an abundance of bones of 
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mammals and shells which Lyell regards as" of the same spe-
cies as those now inhabiting Europe." Fragments of human 
bones have been discovered in these peat beds by M. Perthes. 
Now, it is quite probable that the ages of these peat beds 
have not been, and, perhaps, may never be, accurately deter-
mined, yet enough has been ascertained with regard to 
their slow growth, to enable Lyell to say: "Whatever be 
the number of centuries to which they relate, they be-
. long to times posterior to the anciint implement bearing 
beds, and are even separated from them, as we shall see, by an 
interval far greater than that which divides the earliest strata 
of the peat from the latest," and adds, in respect to Roman 
and Celtic weapons found in them, that " M. Boucher. de 
Perthes observed several large fiat dishes of Roman pottery 
lying in a horizontal position in the peat, the shape of which 
must have prevented them from sinking through the underly-
ing peat." Now, if we allow two thousand years for the 
growth of peat surperimposed .upon the dishes, we find the 
depth such, that the thickness gained in a hundred years, does 
not amount to more than two French centimetres. It would 
re"quire, at this rate of increase, about 45,000 xears to form a 
peat bed thirty feet thick. The date of the Roman invasion 
is nearly historically certain. But suppose the pottery to have 
been deposited fourteen centuries before its discovery, then 
the depth of the superincumbent peat was such, as to require 
a century for the deposition of two and a half centimetres, and 
36,000 years in which to deposit thirty feet of peat. Perhaps 
the Roman pottery furnishes safer data on which to calculate 
the.time required for the growth of peat than th~ successive 
floral changes of t'he Danish peat. · 
M. Boucher de Perthes' rate of increase of peat beds is cal-
culated from the depth of peat found above the pottery, and 
applying this to the whole depth of thirty feet, he allows four-
teen centuries to have passed since it was deposited, and one 
century for each two and a half centimetres in depth found 
abQve it. 
Now, it must be apparent to any one little acquainted with 
peat deposits, that a foot in thickness of peat at the bottom of 
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a bed thirty feet thick, is much more compact, and, therefore, 
equivalent, in time, to a much greater thickness, at or near the 
surface. It becomes more loose and spongy in texture all the 
way from the bottom up. This shows that the time, as calcu-
lated for the formation of the Somme Valley peat beds, where 
thirty feet thick, is not overestimated. 
Lyell, in the last edition of his" Elements of Geology," says: 
" In the lower beds of peat, from twenty to thirty feet in thick 
ness, weapons ·of stone' accompany trunks of the Scotch fir, 
while in the higher portions of the same bogs bronze imple-
ments are associated with trunks of the common oak." 
Now, if the Danish and Somme Valley peat beds are from 
35,000 to 45,000 years old, it is obvious that the stone imple-
ments found at the bottom must be of an equal age, unless we 
suppose thos<> rude st-:>ne men dug down thirty feet to hide an . 
arrow head or a stone hammer. Perhaps they had an object 
in view, whic~ was, to deceive and mislead the archeologists 
of -the present. Perhaps they wishe.d to conceal the real age 
of stone. It may be, they tho~ght to play a trick on 
M. Perthes, Lyell and others. But did they inter the bones of 
animals down there for the samt: object ? These foolish objec-
tions have been raised against the antiquity of the stone im-
plements, and they are even denied to have been the work of 
man. 
Lake Dwellers.-Wallace, in a recent number of Nature esti-
mates the antiquty of the<>e to vary from four thousand to 
seven thousand years, thus bringing them within traditional, 
if not historic times. I am aware that there are still 
barbarous races who build their habitations on the water, 
· but none who build pile cities. If the ancient lake dwellers 
were known to history, why has their discovery since 1853-4 
excited such a world of interest among scientists? Are 
they all ignorant of history? I know that Herodotus, 52Q B. C., 
speaks of a small lake city in Paeonia. But this is no evidence 
that the archeological remains of the so-called lake dwellers 
are not a hundred times more ancient than the lake city of 
Paeonia. I might, as well, urge the recentness of the general 
glaciation of Europe, on the existing mountain glaciers of 
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Switzerland, as to advance the Paeonia lake city of Herodotus 
as proof of the. recentness of the Swiss Lake Pile Dwellers. I 
might, with the same propriety, urge that the bones of the 
mammoth, mastodon, rhinoceros, and· other extinct mammalia, 
are all post-glacial, because they have been found in fluviatile 
drift, made since that epoch, as to regard the recently discov-
ered defunct lake cities to have existed in historic or traditional 
times, simply because Herodotus saw one, or speaks of one in 
the Paeonia mountains, which is only 2,'500 years old. It may 
have existed 25,000 years before he saw it. 
At Moossedorf in Switzerland, all the implements, more than 
2,000 in number, were of stone. Not a single metallic one 
among them was discovered, and in this, corresponding exactly 
with those of the lowest strata of the peat beds. Why not 
assign to them the same antiquity? 
There was not a metallic instrument among more than 1,300 
instruments of bone, horn, stone and pottery taken from Wan-
gene, on Lake Constance. Are these less ancient than those 
of the peat beds ? 
At Lake Zurich, Lake Geneva and Lake Bienne, the instru-
ments dredged from the mud, slowly deposited since the pile 
dwellers lived there, are vast in number, and almost entirely of 
bronze, and in this, corresponding with those of the oak period 
of the peat beds. What good reason can be offered why the 
lake instruments are not as aged as those of the oak period of 
the peat beds, say I 5,000 to 20,000 years? 
At Lake Zurich, M. Escher found under six feet of detritus, 
an ancient surface of well rammed clay, and on this, the remains 
of two rectangular ovens formed of siliceous pebbles and clay 
mixed with sand. Beneath this, was a pavement of pebble 
stones on which, various instruments of stone, flint arrows, 
hatchets of serpentine, stones for crushing grain, two bronze 
knives, some dozens of hair-pins, several small chisels, arrow-
points, plates of metal and rings, a bead of white enamel, 
buck-horns carved, fossil teeth of a shark, spindle whorls of 
baked clay, pottery, and many other relics belonging to the 
latter part of the stone age and the bronze period. 
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The city of Zug now stands on what was once the site of a 
lacustrine village. Morlat says: " The workmen were digging 
the foundation of a house, ~hen, at a depth of five feet, a dark 
colored bed of decomposed organic matter was encountered, in 
which were found hatchets of stone, fragments of silex, hulls of 
hazel and beech nuts, and animal bones, together with the tops 
of stakes planted vertically, on some of which still rested cross-
pieces of wood." Here, there were, evidently, the remains of 
a lacustrine settlement of the age of stone, embossomed in the 
solid earth, which had gradually encroached upon the lake. 
The bones of the h.og, cow, dog, roe and deer are the same as 
those of the peat beds. 
Dr. Keller says, at Nieder-Wyl "a small lake, or more proper-
ly, a natural pond filled with peatzwas subjected to exploration." 
Three feet beneath the surface of the peat, an isle of twenty 
thousand square feet was found, constructed of boughs and 
logs bound together in rafts, and sunk with sand, after being 
floated to the spot. This process was repeated, until the island 
rose above the water in the ancient lake, piles being driven 
aroun~ to mark the limits of the construction. A floor of logs, 
in close juxtaposition, was found lying upon sills regularly ar-
ranged, and this floor was covered with a layer of compacted 
clay, upon which the dwellings were erected. A portion of the 
walls of the rectangular dwelling was still standing, constructed 
of split boards, held in place by vertical posts fixed in th~ 
ground. This artificial island rested upon the ancient bed of 
the lake. Peat had accumulated around it, to the depth of ten 
feet, and three feet above it. How long it was after the con-
struction of this artificial island, before the lake was converted 
into a peat marsh we cannot conjecture. But after peat com-
menced to form around the island, 16,000 years must have 
elapsed, on the basis of M. Perthes' calculation, for the growth 
of peat in the Somme valley. 
At lake Plaffikon, M. Messikommer says: "To arrive at the 
bed containing piles and antique objects, it is necessary to re-
move some six feet of peat. At one point he says : " An 
anCient floor was found, beneath which there was a growth of 
two and one-half feet of peat, under which was discovered an-
other floor still more ancient." 
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Prof. Rutimeyer says: "The discovery at Aurignac, places 
the age of our lake dwellings, at a comparatively late period, 
although almost immediately under our peat beds, with .their 
rich treasurers, similar antiquities are found; nay, still older 
remains are met with, only a little deeper in the slaty brown 
coal of Durnten, perhaps forty feet under the head of the lake 
of Plaffikon, than those of Aurignac, which have there been 
gnawed by hyenas after having been despoiled of their marrow 
like the bones of Robenhausen by human hands. This last fact 
would almost point out to us the place where we have to look 
for the remains of the ancestors of the lake settlers, namely, 
under the glacier moraines ; for, it is manifest that the people 
who inhabited the grotto of Aurignac were older than the ex-
• tension of the glaciers, and. consequently, witnesses of this 
mighty phenomenon." 
As old as the bronze age of the lake dwellers appears to be, 
they were, nevertheless, far advanced in civilization when com-
pared with their ancestry of the latter part of the stone age. 
"The manufactured implements of the bronze age," says Lyell, 
"display a very decided superiority, in beauty of form a.nd or-
namentation, when contrasted with those of the antecedent age 
of stone. At the village of Nidan, on the Lake of Bienne, a 
great number of axes, lances, sickles, fish-hooks and bracelets, 
altogether nearly two thousand articles, have been obtained, 
and with them, some few implements of stone," which seem to 
indicate that the pile dwellers founded the lake city near the 
close of the stone age, and continued to flourish long ages in 
the bronze period. "At Nidan" says Lyell, "articles of iron 
have been discovered," so that this settlement was evidently 
not abandoned until that metal had come into use. 
I' have before hinted that the ages of stone, bronze, copper, 
and iron, can be of but little importance to the prehistoric in-
quirer, in determining the antiquity of man, except, as these 
succeed each other in limited districts, as they do, in the lacus-
trine habitations of Switzerland, when the latter part of the 
stone age shades off into the age of bronze, and the latter merges 
into the age of iron, on the same ground. Under such circum-
stances, the archeological remains, or implemenl:s cohstructed 
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of such widely different materials, as stone, copper, bronze ·and 
iron, become chronological monuments of great value. 
Pale<?ntological remains, with which the implements of these 
various materials are found, fum ish other evidence of their great 
relative antiquity. For instance, the stone implements of the 
pile dwellers are found with the bones of the wild boar, wild 
ox and wild deer. But how changed in the bronze period ! 
The instruments, says Morlat, Lye~l and others, are found 
chiefly with the bones of the "domestic ox, goat and pig, which 
indicates progress in civilization" from nomadic habits and the 
chase, to agriculture and the domestication of animals. The 
fauna have undergone a vast change, which requires a vast 
period of time. Great osteological changes have occurred. Dis-
. tinguishing chaJ'iCteristics, by the process of domestication and 
culture, have been established, so tHat the bones of the domes-
tic ox and hog of the bronze period, when examined by the 
comparative anatomist, are readily distinguishable from the 
bones of the wild ox and wild hog of the stone age, notwith-
standing, that the former descended from the latter. 
The lacustrine settlements vary in area, from 20,000 square 
feet to 71,000 square yards, and embrace the latter part of the 
stone age, the bronze age, and the commencement of the iron 
age. 
The number of piles used in some of these lake cities is truly 
enormous, when we reflect that the best and only cutting axes 
used were made of stone. M. Lohle has calculated that in the 
lacustrine village of Wangene, in the Lake of Constance, not 
less thari 40,000 piles have been fixed, and that several gener-
ations must have been occupied in the performance of this 
work. In many instances, the water was so deep that it took 
whole ·trunks of trees, from ten to twelve inches in diame-
ter, to reach from the bottom to the surface of the water, which 
were, in many instances, supported in a vertical position, by 
huge piles of stone that were floated out in canoes that were 
made of hollow trees. Some lake cities contained as many as 
!II houses, sixteen feet square, and from I ,200 to 1,500 inhabi-
tants. More than two hundred lakes in Switzerland have dis-
closed rich evidences of the presence of'man on their waters, 
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many thousands of years anterior to historic times. The lacus-
trine habitations are not limited to the lakes of Switzerland. 
They occur in Italy, Bavaria, Corinthia, Pomerania, France, 
England, Ireland, Scotland, and other countries. 
"In the Lake of Varesae in Lombardy, is an artificial island 
called Isaletta which was built in the stone age on which the 
Litta family possess a chateau." In the peat beds of Brianza 
in Lombardy, lacustrine habitations have been discovered. In 
the Lake of Garda in Austria, several lacustrine habitations of 
very old date have been discovered. The pile works of an 
ancient lacustrine habitation were discovered by some Austrian 
officers in 185 3, when excavating the foundation for the Fort-
ress of Peschiera. The fort now stands upon dry ground, where 
once was a lake, in which the pile builders erected their huts,· 
that now constitute the toundation of the walls of the fort. 
Beneath the dry land, where the Austrian soldier now tramps, 
was once a lake where the men of the stone age built for safety, 
and bathed in its crystal waters, dre'V their seines, and cast 
their hooks. 
Mr. Loy examined a lake in V enetiae which was one-half 
mile long and thirty feet deep, in which were found oaken piles, 
slabs of timber roughly squared, a canoe hollowed out of a tree. 
with fire, cakes of clay which lined the huts, various instruments 
of bone, flint, sandstone, granite and stag's horn, spindle rings 
of burnt earth, rough pottery in profusion, baked in the sun, 
and a dozen unbroken vessels. Besides these, thP.re were heaps 
.of acorns, water chestnuts. sorb-tree fruit, etc. A vast quantity 
of animal bones, as the bison, stag, wild boar, fox, and many 
doubtful species. All the long bones were broken, as is usually 
the case in the stone age, doubtless to procure the marrow for 
food. 
Most of the lake settlements date from the polished stone 
age, some embrace the stone and bronze age, and some embrace 
the three periods-polished stone age, bronze age and iron age. 
Some-the majority, in fact-are exclusively stone, pone and 
horn. Few are exclusively bronze, but none are exclusively 
iron. 
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Dr. Hochstetter examined four lakes in Corinthia, which re-
vealed numerous piles, bones, fragments of pottery and nuts, 
as also several artificial stone mounds similar to the steinQergs 
of Switzerland. In the peat marshes of Laybach, he found 
instruments of stag's horns, a perforated stone for nut cracking 
and a canoe. 
In Prussia many lacustrine settlements have been examined, 
which reveal two distinct archeological strata. In the lower strata 
are found, all mingled together, bronze and stone implements, 
and charred peas and barley. The upper strata discloseS, ex-
clusively, iron instruments. · 
M. Rabut examined the lakes of Eastern France, and dis-
covered many stone and some bronze instruments. One lake 
revealed six distinct settlements of the bronze period. Lakes 
in Central France, examined by M. Vallier, revealed the same 
character of antique instrutnents. An ancient lake, which is 
now dry land on the banks of the Seine, disclosed ancient pile 
habitations. At the foot of the Pyrenees, lacustrine habita-
tions have been discovered in five lakes. 
The lakes of Denmark have responded to researches of the 
archeologist, and the Lake of Maribo in Norfolk, England, 
has yielded up its evidence of man's antiquity, in the forms of 
ancient stone implements. 
Since 1836 Ireland has become famous, with artificial islands 
or crannoges, of which more than fifty have now been discov-
ered, and some of them of great value to the antiquarian. 
These crannoges are generally heaps of stone, held together by 
piles, but, in some instances, are made up of piles sustained in 
a vertical position by heaps of stone, or by being driven into 
the bottom of the lakes. The majority of them · differ from 
the Swedish fetUVieres, by still being above the water. Of 
these crannoges, the majority are of little value to this discus-
sion, and I shall pass them by with mentioning but one. The 
facts are given by Sir John Lubbock. He says: "The cran-
noge of Dunshauglin alone has furnished more than a hundred 
and fifty cart-loads of bones, which belong to recent and 
extinct quadrupeds, as the bones of the ox, the pig, the goat, 
the sheep, the horse, the ass, the dog, the fox, the roe, the fal-
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low deer, and of the great Iri!>h stag, now so long extinct. 
The bones of this extinct mammal date this and some other 
crannoges, back, at least, to the polished stone age." 
With the mere mention of the palustrine habitations 
or marsh villages, which, now as they are discovered, generally 
appear as mounds with a vertical altitude of from six to twenty 
feet, and seldom exceeding an area of nine acres, but occur in 
and around the marshes of Italy, Bavaria and other parts of 
Europe, as well as upon this continent, in Mexico and South 
America. I pass them with this brief notice, because arche-
ologists have generally concluded that they belong wholly ' 
to the bronze period ; and, therefore, in discussing the evi-
denees of the great antiquity of man, they are of but little 
value, beyond about I 5,000 or 20,000 years. 
With the following interesting discovery, the facts of which 
are given by Capt. Mudge, of the British Royal Navy, I shall 
pass to consider the evide~ces of man in olden times. Capt. 
Mudge discovered a hut sixteen feet ben~ath the Drumkellin 
peat marsh. It was five feet square and ten feet high, with 
two stories. It was flat-roofed, and surrounded with a fence of 
piles to separate it from other adjacent huts, the remains 
of which are still to be seen. The whole structure had been 
erected by means of stone instruments-a fact that was proved 
by the nature of the cuts that were still visible on some of the 
pieces of wood. A flint chisel, a flint hatchet, and a flint 
arrow were found in the cabin. This was clearl:r a cabin of 
the chipped stone age. Some nuts and a large quantity 
of broken shells were scattered over the ground. A large flat 
stone, perforated with a little hole in the middle, was found on 
the spot, evidently made for holding nuts to crack. 
Here, gentlemen, we have a human habitation, built by the 
use of chipped flint tools, occupied and abandoned so long ago, 
that twenty-six feet of peat have grown since its last inhab-
itants forsook it. Ten feet of peat have grown up its sides, 
and sixteen feet in depth have grown over its roof. On the 
basis of M. Perthes' and LyeU's calculations of the growth of 
peat, 3 I ,200 years have passed since it was abandoned by its 
last occupant. 
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I will now consider another class of evidence, which is 
regarded by archeologists, such as Forchhammer, Steenstrup, 
Worsaae, Figuier, Lyell and others, as pushing the antiquity 
of man considerably farther into the remote ages of the past. 
Antiquarians, and especially Danish archeologists, have 
ransacked the dust of by-gone ages to discover the evidences 
of a vanished world. Their labors, aided by naturalists, have 
succeeded in bringing to light the presence of man upon the 
earth at a period so remote, that his weapons consisted of the 
jaws of the cave bear, cave lion, and hyena, or at best, a very 
roughly chipped flint. 
KJ~klun Mo~ddings.-These refuse heaps,or shell mounds, are 
made up chiefly of the unedible portions of mollusks, fish, birds 
and mammals, whose flesh constituted the food of a very primitive 
people. These shell and bone mounds are found all about the 
coast of Denmark, varying in height from three to ten feet, and 
in breadth from one hundred and fifty, to two hundred and 
fifty feet, and in length from one hundred, to one thousand feet. 
They are found in England, in France, in Scotland, in Africa 
and Australia. They were· studied by Darwin in Terra del 
Fuego, by DaCosta on the coast of Portugal, and by our own 
antiquarians and archeologists, on the coast of Florida and 
Louisiana, Nova Scotia, Massachusetts and other parts of the 
coast of New England; on the Pacific coast at various places 
of both North and South America; in the Mississippi Valley, 
and on the Chesapeake. 
The Danish shell mounds seem to date nearly back to the 
epoch of extinct mammals, and are prior to the period of 
domesticated animals, except the dog. There have been no 
bones of the mammoth, mastodon or reindeer found in them. 
The epoch of extinct mammals had passed, and the epoch of 
domesticated animals had not begun, for there are no bones of 
the ox, or horse, or sheep, or of any other domesticated ani-
mal, save the dog, found in them. Wild animals of rapid pace 
were slain by the dart or arrow, and those more formidable and 
sluggish of foot were slaughtered at dose quarters, with a flint 
ax or other stone or bone weapon. 
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The Danish shell mounds are plentifully strewn with the 
bones of the stag, roe and boar, which Steenstrup says, make 
up ninety-seven hundredths of the whole mass of many of the 
mounds. :Sones of the wolf, urus, dog, fox, wild cat, lynx, 
martin, otter, porpoise, seal, water rat, beaver and the hedge-
hog. are among the osteological remains of these mounds. 
These refuse heaps are chiefly on the coast, and along the 
fiords, where the waves are not much felt. Some are many 
miles inlaQd, which can only be accounted for by the change 
of level-a . physical change which has been imperceptibly 
going on, since those shell and bone mounds were formed. 
The sea was there when the mollusks were consumed, but has 
since gradually retired, so that the shore is far removed from 
them. Some of the refuse heaps are almost entirely made up 
of molluslf shells of various species, as the oyster, cockle, mus-
sel, periwinkle and other species. 
Besides the fact that these refuse heaps were formed between 
the epochs of extinct mammals and that of domestiCated ani-
mals, which marks their greater antiquity, is the fact that they 
commenced to be formed in the unpolished stone age, and em· 
braced the polished stone age, but terminated before the com-
mencement of the bronze age. And this is more apparent, 
especially the great lapse of time during which they were 
forming, when we take into consideration the fact of the. un· 
doubted sparse population of this somewhat ancient period of 
man's existence, and the enormous size which these shell or 
refuse heaps attained, especially on the shores of our own 
country. 
One of the most remarkable of these shell mounds is located 
on St. Simon's island, on the coast of Georgia, which, accordin·g 
to Lyell, who discovered and examined it, has an area of ten 
acres, and is from five to ten feet high, in which are found, from 
top to bottom, stone implements ; and near the surface and on 
top, fragments of pottery, but not a single metallic implement. 
What a vast period of time must have elapsed in forming this 
enormous heap of shells, which were cast away by men who 
feasted upon the mollusks ! There were oysters and periwinkles 
and cockles enough consumed here to have feasted to satiation 
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one hundred and forty millions of people, or to have s~tained 
a small village of fifty inhabitants, about 140,000 years. 
. . 
These mounds are very numerous, and of colossal size around 
the bayous and shores of lakes at New Orleans. A very fine 
description of these shell heaps is given by Prof. Forshey to 
Foster, and publishdd in his excellent work on the "Prehistoric 
Races of the United Stat~s." Among these shell heaps of great 
size, is one several hundred feet long, with a vertical altitude of 
seven feet, covered with trees apparently of the same age as 
those in the environing swamp. Fragments of pottery occur 
in it. 
Forshey, in speaking of these refuse heaps on the Bayou 
Barataria. says: "Along the banks of the Bayou, are vast shell 
accumulations which for years have t:1een used for street grading 
and garden walks in New Orleans. A constant trade in small 
sail boats and barges is kept up, and this trade is fast exhaust-
ing these supplies. On this bayou, as elsewhere off the sea and 
lake shores, all these accumulations are artificial. The prehis-
toric inhabitants doubtless •red upon these shell fish, either in 
great numbers, or through many centuries of time; yet they 
are found in the banks, like oysters elsewhere, as if placed where 
we find them by natural causes." 
"At the junction of this bayou with Bayou Perrot, near lake 
Larto, is a very large mound, perhaps six hundred feet in length 
and two hundred feet in width, and some nine feet in height; 
made up of a mass of shells. There were formerly other banks 
which showed artificial construction, but they have been muti-
lated for gain, just as this 'little temple' is now being destroyed." 
"The little temple is so called to distinguish it from the Grand 
Temple. * * * An island is called Temple 'I' from 
this greatest of all shell mounds, it being much larger and higher 
than that on the Barataria." 
A much larger mound was destroyed in 1863 on Berwick's 
Bay. It was more than two hundred feet square and twenty 
feet high. Mounds or shell heaps at Grand Lake west of the 
Mississippi, seven feet high, forty feet wide and three-fourths 
of a mile long, are described as covered with live oaks of very 
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large size. These are now fifteen miles from the sea shore, 
which shows a great change of level since they were formed. 
Not and Glidden describe the same •class of shell heaps ~n 
Alabama Bay, fifty miles inland,- and Foster says "the evidence 
is irresistible that the aborigines collected these mollusks 
for food, when Mobile bay occupied that region." These shells 
are all opened, and bear the marks of fire ; shells mingled with 
charcoal, marked their successive accumulations. They contain 
fish bones, fragments of pottery and human bones. Some of 
them are covered with a vegetable mould more than a foot 
thick, supporting the largest forest trees. 
Many thousands of years must have passed, during which ·a 
sparse, anfl comparatively primitive race of men feasted 
upon the mollusks and fi~h, whose cast-away shells and bones 
form these collossal mounds. Thousands of years more must 
have passed, during which the physical changes of the country 
were going on, that has moved the Gulf coast fifty miles from 
their location. Vegetable mould forms very slow, and mas-
sive forest trees do not grow in a .century, and yet all these 
changes have occurred since these refuse heaps were formed. 
Fifty centuries-nay, a thousand centuries-do not date back 
to the first feast, the shells of which formed the nidus of these 
gigantic mounds. 
These shell heaps are described at many points, along the 
,Gulf coast of Florida and the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia, 
and all, or nearly all of them contain stone or bone implements 
and charcoal, and some of them contain human bones, tfte skulls 
of which are different from the old mound builders' skulls, and, 
probably, antedate them by many thousands of years. 
Foster says that shell banks exist in vast numbers on the Pa-
cific coast. Three miles from San Pablo "is a heap almost a mile 
long and a half a mile wide, and rises almost to the dignity of 
a hill, and is now covered with a growth of shrubbery. It con-
tains pottery of red clay not known in that region of country." 
A trench dug into the mound, by the owner, sixty feet hori-
zontally, and twenty feet vertically, disclosed many skeletons 
of all sizes, "in a sitting posture, facing the north, bones of 
birds and dogs, and many stone implements. The skulls differ 
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in some particulars from all known skulls." The usual species 
of shells-oyster, dam and mussle-~ake up the mound. All 
appear to have been broken, and all bear the marks of fire. 
I shall pass by the fresh-water shell mounds which are very 
numerous, and differ much in size, and usually contain stone im• 
plements, fragments of pottery and charcoal, and are found on 
the banks of nearly all rivers of the country, with the bare men-
tion, of first, one on St. John's river, nine hundred feet long, 
and from one hundred to one hundred and fifty feet wide; and 
secondly, one at King Phillip's Town, four hundred feet long, 
eight feet high, and in breadth, from one hundred to one hundred 
and fifty feet, 
When we duly consider the vast number of these refuse heaps, 
their enormous bulk in many instances; the great physical 
changes, especially of level, which have moved the original sea 
~oast, in some instances fifty miles distant since they were 
formed; the depth of from one to many feet of vegetable mould 
that has formed over them ; the successive generations of colos-
sal forest trees that have grown and decayed upon them, to-
gether with the sparse population of those comparatively prim-
itive times of man-and we have a class of facts from which we 
may venture an approximative deduction of their age. 
Suppose the San Pablo mound is forty feet high, on the 
average, which would be a very small or low hill, for one half a 
mile in width ; it contained then, about 524,942,800 bushels. 
Suppose one thousand people lived there, and consumed each, 
one quart of mollusks every day, then, about .¢,000 years must 
have elapsed during its formation. But suppose, five hundred 
people consumed each, one quart every day, then 90,625 years 
would have fled during fts formation. 
If the mounds I have spoken of on the Alabama River were 
formed at the head of Mobile bay, as Foster regards them, and 
are now fifty miles inland, were completed about the same time 
San Pablo mound was, and the land has encroached upon the 
bay, one foot a year, then 16,ooo years have elapsed since their 
completion. If the bay has been encroached on at the rate of 
twenty feet a century, then 8o,ooo years have fled, since they 
were completed. But, if the bay has not been encroached upon 
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any faster by the land than the coast of Florida has encroached 
upon the gulf, then about 135,000 years have vanished since the 
mounds described by Not and Glidden were completed. 
EpocA of Extinct Animals.-I pass from these approximations 
of the age of the shell mounds to consider man in yet an older 
time. Thus far, I have not discovered man associated with the 
bones of extinct animals. Man existed with the mammoth, 
Rltinouros ticJ.orinus, the great cave bear, cave lion, cave hyena, 
etc. Previous to the formation of the lacustrine settlements, 
the peat beds or the shell refuse heaps, these huge creatures 
were in the habit of roaming over Europe in immense herds, 
and those of other forms of extinct animals over America. To 
make the epoch of extinct animals of any value in this discus-
sion, we must prove them to have existed previous to the form-
ation of the shell refuse heaps. 
The first evidence of the greater age of extinct mammals is 
the fact, that they are found in fluviatile drifts, in ancient 
gravel beds, and in the alluvium which underly the peat beds, 
the shell refuse heaps, all ancient mounds of whatever character, 
and beneath the beds of the lakes of the lacustrine settlements. 
Lyell remarks (as already quoted) upon the age of the peat 
beds, thus: " Whatever be the number of centuries to which 
they relate, they belong to times posterior to the ancient im-
plement-bearing beds, and are even separated from them by an 
interval far greater than that which divides the earliest strata 
ot the peat from the latest." · 
We have found the shell refuse heaps intervening between the 
peat beds and lacustrine settlements on the one hand, and the 
epoch of extinct animals on the other. All of the geological 
and archeological evidences which I have now brought before 
you of man's antiquity are posterior to, or younger in time, 
than the epoch of extinct animals. 
The ElepJ.as primigmius, Rltinoceros ticltorinus, Equus fossitis, 
!Jos primigmius, Cervus somonensis, Cervus tarandus, Felis 
speltea, and others have been found in the gravel beds of the 
Somme valley, and all, long since, extinct. These are common. 
in various parts of Europe, and are found in the ancient allu-
vium,ancient gravel beds and fluviatile drifts of many of the river 
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banks and in the glacial drift. In our own country, in corre-
sponding formations, are found Mastodon giganltus, Eltphas 
4mn-icanus, Eltphas primigtntus, Ursus Amtricanus, Ursus 
amplitftus, Truciftlis jatalis, Fdis atrox, and many other species 
all extinct, long age!> before the mound builders' time, or the 
shell refuse heaps. 
Extinct Animals in tlzt Glacial Drift.-Upon this point, I for 
one, would be satisfied with the. high authority of Sir Charles 
Lyell. He says: "It will be seen that the shells of some of 
the latest deposits of the Norwich crag, show that great cold 
prevailed in the British seas, before the close of the newer pli-
ocene period ; when we speak, therefore, of the vegetation and 
• quadrupeds of the Crommer forest, being preglacial, we merely 
mean that they preceded the era of the general submergence 
of the British Isles, beneath the waters of the glacial sea. That 
they were anterior to that submergence may be inferred from 
the superposition on the forest and lignite beds, of the vast load 
of boulder clay which contains far-transported blocks, some of 
Scandinavian origin, and probably floated from the north, when 
Norway and Sweden were as much covered with ice as the mod-
em continent of Gre~nland. 
''The fiuvio-marine series affords distinct evidence of several 
alterations of fluviatile marine and terrestrial conditions. * * * 
Upon the Fluvio-marine formations repose laminated clays 
without fossils, and these are followed by great masses of till or 
unstratified clay twenty to eighty feet thick; the wreck of 
Norwich crag, London clay, chalk, oolite and lias, and with 
boulders of more ancient fossiliferous rocks." In these dcpos-
ites are found "several of the e~tinct as well as the living species, 
of mammalia, which lived, after the accumulation of the glacial 
till and boulders, as well as before it." 
"The successive depoc;its on the Norfolk coast imply, at 
first. the prevalence over a wide area of the newer pliocene sea. 
Afterward, the bed of this sea was converted into dry land, and 
underwent several oscillations of level, so as to be first. land 
>upporting a forest, then an estuary, then, again, land, and finally 
a ~e~ near the mouth of a river, till the downward movement 
became so great as to convert the whole area into a sea of con-
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siderable depth, in which much floating ice, carrying mud, sand 
and boulders, melted and let fall its burden to the bottom. 
Finally, over the till, with boulders, stratified drift was formed, 
after which, but not until the total subsidence had amopnted 
to four hundred feet, an upward movement began, which re-
elevated the country, so that the lowest of the terrestrial form-
ations, or. the forest bed was brought to nearly its present level. 
Both the descending and ascending movements seem to have 
been very gradual." 
Bones of the elephant and other extinct and living species 
of animals, are found in the forest bed. Above this, in the 
Norfolk drift, are the fluvio-marine series with . abundant 
• lignite beds and with alternations of fresh water and marine 
strata of sand and clay, with marine and fresh water shells; 
above this, laminated blue clay without fossils, over this, glacial 
boulder clay twenty to eighty feet thick, superimposed on this, 
contorted drift on which rest thick beds of gravel and sand, 
supporting the alluvium. The extinCt mammals whose bones 
are found in the forest bed of the Norfolk drift are preglacial. 
Again, Lyell says: " I have already shown that in Europe, 
several quadrupeds of living, as weU as. extinct species were 
common to preglacial and post glacial times. In like manner, 
there is reason to suppose that in North America, much of the 
ancient mammalian fauna, together with nearly all the i~verte­
brata lived through the ages of intense cold." 
Dr. Falconer says, the Mastodon and Hippopotamus abound 
in the Pliocene strata of the Val d'Arno, and in the same form-
ations at Piedmont and Montpdier. Lyell says they may be 
-=onsidered as characteristic Pliocence species, in Italy, France 
and Europe generally. The El~pluzs meriodianalis is common 
to the Norwich beds and to the older red crag. In the 
Miocene period,the Dinotherium,M:1stodon,Rhinoceros, Hippo-
potamus and many other extinct animals occur. Cuvier, and 
many French geologists have discovered the same extinct 
mammals in the Miocene and the newer Eocene periods. Two 
species of ape, equaling man in stature,have been discovered in 
the lower Miocene stratc1." The Pal~otlurium magnum and 
many other species of mammals flourished," says Lyell, "on 
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the earth during the Eocene period." Hugh Miller tells us, no 
age of general chaos, darkness and death has occurred to break 
the line of succession, or check the course of life, from the 
earliest Eocene formations of the Tertiary division, to the 
pn:sent time." 
According to Sir Roderick Murchison, the osteological re-
mains of the Elepltas primi'gmius and the Mastodon giganteus are 
found in the glacial drift of Germany, the British Islands and 
other countries. Lyell says, ''the fossil elephant has been dis-
covered in the old glacial drift of Scotland, and towards the 
close of that period, they are very abundantly met with, and 
the relics of man, accompany them." 
Foster says, "the remains of the Elepkas primigentus occur 
on this continent under similar geological conditions." Liedy 
thinks they ap~eared on the pacific coast, during.the closing 
period of the Tertiary, and Mr. Dall says, his carcass is found in 
a good state of preservation in the frozen mud cliffs of Alaska. 
The Ekpltas Americanus is regarded by our best comparative 
anatomists and paleontologists, to be closely allied to, if it is not 
the descendant of, the Elepltas primigmius. Little doubt remains, 
in regard to its being the result of variation brought about by 
different physical conditions of soil and climate long continue<;l. 
It is found in peat marshes, in the loess aqd in fluviatile drifts. 
Several fragments of its tusks and a tooth, were found in the 
drift, five miles above the Falls of St. Anthony, on the east 
bank of the river. Mr. J unken was the fortunate discovere~ of 
the piece (about eighteen inches in length and two inches wide) 
of tusk in the possession of the Academy. 
The Mastodon giganteus is regarded by Foster as appearing 
subsequent to the great elephant, and survived his existence 
on this continent. · 
In Europe, during the glacial epoch, the Rlti1toceros ticltormus, 
with his thick covering of hair and wool, was the associate of 
the great elephant. In this country, he had no representa-
tive during that time. Leidy has described two allied species 
in the Tertiary epoch. 
Foster tells us, the Megaceros Hi!Jernicus, with an altitude of 
ten feet, and l)orns spreading eleven feet, first appears in the 
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Pliocene, and became extinct at the time of the formation of 
the lacustrine marl which underlies the peat beds. He survived 
the hardships of the glacier period. Leidy is disposed to regard 
the Cervus A mericanus, as the rival of the great Irish elk, if he 
did not exceed him in size. In the glacial drift of Europe, .the 
Bison Europeus makes an early appearance. During the same 
period on this continent, Bison cavifrons and Bison antiquus 
existed. Foster says the Bison priscus of northern Europe is 
represented on this continent in Alaska. 
Before the time of the shell heaps, the Felis atrox (Leidy), 
more formidable in size and strength than the existing lions, made 
the forests of the Gulf States hideous with their roars; whilst 
the swamps and jungles of Texas were frequented by the cun-
ning, bold Trucifdis fatalis (Leidy), an animal more formidable 
in bulk and strength than the Bengal tiger~ And yet man, 
poorly armed, as he was, coped with these monstrous forest 
beasts, and sat around his evening fires, and slumbered by his 
midnight blaze, una wed by the nightly roars of these. hideous 
forest monsters. Bold and fearless as they were, the midnight 
blaze. or the light of a burning rush s~ruck them with terror. 
The cave bear of Europe ( Ursus spdaeus) and the cave hyena 
(Hyaena spdaa) made their appearance in France and England, 
in the Pliocene epoc~ and associated with man in glacial times. 
furnishing the cave dwellers with much of their food. 
Thus we see that the epoch of extinct mammals was not only 
during glacial times, but that they lived in preglacial times, 
and even as 'ar back as the Miocene or middle Tertiary, if not 
in Eocene times, or the commencement of the Tertiary epoch. 
Was Man Contempora11tous with tlu Extinct Animals .P This 
is an important inquiry, and one which must be established or 
denied by his presence or his absence through the various 
periods and epochs in which we have traced these huge mon-
sters. If we do not find his remains or works associated with 
fossil bones of these animals, then, the epoch of extinct mam-
mals as applied to establish the greater antiquity of man, be-
comes of no practical importance or value. 
Throughout the valley of the Somme which has cuf its way 
through the Cretaceous formation, to the depth of from fifty to 
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one hundred feet, flint implements are found in connection with 
the bones of extinct animals. Dr. Rigallot found flint tools and 
bones of extinct animals, in the upper a:nd lower gravel beds of 
Amiens and Abbeville. At St. Roch, he found flint hatchets. 
Lyell and Prestwich found flint knives in the gravel beds at 
Montiers, and the latter discovered many tusks of the hippo-
potamus in the same bed. Garnier procured some fine molars 
of the E/,pltas antiquus in the same formation. " I infer," says 
Lyell, "that both these animals co-existed with man." A molar 
of the El,pltas primigenius was found in the post-pliocene drift 
of the Somme, and ano~her from the newer Pliocene period, 
and both figured and labeled as co-existent with man. 
The Romans found the gentle-sloping banks of the Somme 
at St. Acheul in the same condition as they now are, two thou-
sand years ago-a fact evidenced by the discovery of some 
Gallo-Roman coffins made of stone, found from eight to nine 
feet deep in trenches. Two feet below these, an elephant's 
tusk was found. Seventeen feet from the surface, an entire 
unrolled tooth of Eltpltas przmigmius lay, and one foot lower, 
in undisturbed, firmly compacted gravel, a stone hatchet was 
unearthed. Raven and Buteux say, the erratic boulders found 
in the Somme valley drift are foreign, and brought from other 
parts, by ice, during a general submergence of the country, 
which establishes th~ fact that the drift is either glacial or ice-
berg in its origin. Prestwich and Lyell confirm the opinion of 
Raven and Buteux. 
The drift then, in the Somme valley and region of country, 
is of glacial origin, which stamps the entombed bones 
and works of art, to have existed in glacial times, if not 
in preglacial times. There is little, if any authentic evidence 
that these extinct animals have inhabited central Europe for any 
considerable period in post-glacial times. Therefore, the co-
existence of flint instruments in the glacial drifts, renders it 
logically conclusive that man, in this region of the world was 
as old as any of ~he fossil quadrupeds enumerated-"a conclu-
sion," which Lyell says "is independent of any difference of 
opinion as to the relative age of the higher and lower gravels." 
The contra~ t of the fauna of the ancient gravel beds, with 
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the fauna of the older peat is almost as great as it would be witb 
the existing fauna. "The memorials of man are common to the 
whole series." 
'Now, if we regard the faunal changes to be the result of pro-
gressive variation produced by the changes of the surrounding 
conditions of life, many hundreds of thousands of years must 
have elapsed to have brought about the great difference in the 
fauna of the recent peat beds, as contrasted with the fauna of 
the ancient gravel beds, which underlie the oldest peat. But, 
setting aside this more than probable theory, and we still have 
evidence,in slow depressions and upheavals,and in the enormous 
depth of the drift thrown down strat~m upon stratum, marine 
and fresh water alternating, by which to establish the lapse of 
hundreds of thousands of years between the peat bed fauna, 
the shell heap fauna, and the ancient drift fauna. 
But let us return to facts. Flint implements have been found 
at Montort, beneath the fluvio-marine strata, as also, thousands 
of others in the lower gravel beds of the Somme valley, which 
must bear an antiquity equal to the bones of the elephant, great 
cave bear, woolly haired rhinoceros, and the great Irish elk, 
found in the same beds bearing marks of those instruments 
wielded by men of that old time, in conflict with those huge 
monsters of glacial and preglacial times. Bones of the same 
species of extinct animals, as also, some fragments of human 
bones and flint implements have been found in the ancient 
gravel beds of the basin of the Seine, side by side. In the 
gray gravel beds, and in the red clay beds, flint knives with 
bones of the reindeer and horse. and above this, in the alluvium 
beds, polished stone hatchets, and above all in the loam, Gallo-
Roman antiquities have been brought to bght. Bones of the 
same species of extinct animals, as those found in the valleys 
of the Somme and the Seine, together with flint implements of 
the same character have been discovered by several parties in 
the valley of the Oise. 
In the glacial drift hills of Germany, bones of some of the 
same extinct species of animals, as occur in France, have been 
dug up, and in various parts of England, and e5pecially along 
the valley of the Ouse and Thames, and in the London clay, 
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flint tools of the same workmanship as those of France, are 
abudantly found in common with the bones of the same species 
of extinct animals. "Lyell says : "Two flint tools were found 
beneath the northern drift resting immediately on the solid beds 
of oolitic limestone." At Hoxney, Frere discovered, several 
feet beneath the surface, what appeared to be the place where 
Hint weapons were fashioned. His supposition has, since, been 
confirmed'by Lyell, Amyot, Evans, Prestwich and two reverend 
gentlemen, J. Gunn and S. W. King. Lyell says: "under a 
foot and a half of vegetable earth, was clay seven and a half feet 
thick, and beneath this, one foot of sand with shells, and under 
this two feet of gravel in which the shaped flints were found, 
generally at the rate of five or six in a square yard. In the 
sandy beds, with shells, were found the jaw bone and teeth of 
an enormous unknown animal." The workmen found the flint 
tools so numerous that they gathered basketfuls, and emptied 
them into the ruts of an adjacent road. 
In the valley of the Little Ouse, England, Messrs. Prigg, 
Fitch, Paley, Flower and Evans, since 1865, have discovered 
over 200 flint tools of the paleolithic period, in gravel mixed 
with pebbles and boulder clay of the glacial epoch. In the 
gravel beds of the hills resting on the chalk in the valley of the 
Cam, many flint implements have been found. In nearly all the 
hills that lie along the Lark, that have been worked, Evans says 
that flint tools have been found belonging to the paleolithk peri-
od. One was taken from beneath gravel fourteen feet thick, on 
which rested six feet of gray loam, containig fish scales. At an-
other place in the same valley,beneath nineteen feet of drift, flint 
tools have been discovered, and also in Kent valley, resting on 
boulder clay. They have been taken from the gravel beds of 
Rampart H ill,and from Warren Hill. These hills are made up of 
glacial drift,composed of boulder clay,sand and gravel,quartz and 
chalk pebbles. Teeth of Elt'pltas prtmigenius have been found in 
them. Thus, we find in England, that flint tools and bones of 
the extinct animals are found, at from ten to twP.nty feet be-
neath the glacial drift. 
If authorities are ~f any value, if they are at all reliable, I may 
assert that stone implements occur with bones of extinct ani-
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mats, not only in England and Fra~ce, but in Ireland, Wales, 
Scotland, Spain, Italy, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Norway, 
Sweden, Greece, Portugal, Russia, Switzerland, Turkey, Africa, 
Asia, and in various parts of our own country, either in beds 
of fluviatile drift of existing rivers, or in beds of ancient rivers 
obliterated during the glacial epoch, or by changes of levels, 
which as they now come to light reveal to man the former ex-
istence of his race for hundreds of thousands of years. 
Here, at the Falls of St. Anthony, opposite Boom Island, on 
the east bank of the river Dr. Simpson and myself discovered 
some human bones in the fluvatile sand and gravel beds, in a 
horizontal section of twenty-five to thirty feet, and a vertical 
section of about fifteen feet. The bones consist of one tibia 
and a fragment of another, fragments of two fibulre, about six 
inches of the shaft of a femur, an os calcis and astragalus; these 
were found at different times and places, in the ancient drift bed 
which is composed of layers of sand, gravel, reddish sand, a 
layer of sand almost entirely filled with shells; above this, 
coarse sand and gravel, then a bed of well-worn pebbles sup-
porting about four feet of black sandy loam. The highest stage 
of water never reaches the base of this bank. In the red clay 
and boulder drift, immediately upon the limestone ledge, two 
fragments of a human lower jaw with teeth, were discovered 
by some workmen excavating material to use in the tunnel of 
Eastman notoriety. This bone bears the marks of having been 
rolled, and is distinctly colored by the clay matrix, in which it 
was found. One mile above this, on the same side of the river. 
on . the fourth and highest terrace, fifty feet above the present 
river surface, and beneath nearly four feet of undisturbed drift 
of sand, gravel and clay, and three feet deep in a crevice of the 
limestone ledge, the qitarry-men of C. D. Dorr discovered a 
copper spear which is now in possession of the St. Paul His-
torical Society. Four miles above this, and on the same bank 
of the river, the fragments of a tusk and tooth of the elephant 
previously spoken of, were found in the same character of drift 
and about the same depth as the human bones spoken of found 
opposite Boom Island. Man and the elephant were contem-
poraries here, at the Falls. The tusks and teeth of the one and 
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bones of the other, have been discovered in the same character 
of drift. 
In England, at Cornwall, Beck found several human skulls 
forty feet beneath the surfare, and at Carnon he found several 
more, fifty-three feet beneath the surface. Lyell says, "the 
overlying strata were marine, containing sea shells of living 
species and bones of whales." 
At New Orleans, Dr. Dowler discovered, llixteen feet beneath 
the surface, and under . four cypress forests, a human skeleton 
and some charcoal. How many years, how many thousands, 
how many tens of thousands of years have fled since this lone 
wanderer kindled a fire with the dried branches beside a fallen 
trunk of the Tarodium disticltum by which to repose or roast 
a carcass of the Bonasa umbel/us, or a haunch of the Cervus col-
wmbianus that had fallen a victim to the chase? Perhaps the 
lone wanderer was overtaken and slain by a victorious foe, 
while slumbering by his midnight fire; perhaps, he perished by 
the yellow fever, beneath the evergreen cypress, an emblem of 
mourning and sadness; perhaps, his flesh feasted the Felix alror, 
a common beast of those old cypress forests, that more than 
rivalled the existing lion in bulk and strength! Who 
chanted his funeral services? Did he expire, surrounded by 
aged and weeping parents, the sighs of a kind wife and the 
lamantations of sons and daughters, or was his last breath 
drawn, surrounded by the hilarious dance of an exulting, scalp-
ing foe, or the hot, hissing breath of the stealthful, fierce Tru-
crftlis fatalis .'! 
Cave Dwellers.-lf now, we turn our attention to the cave 
dwellers, we find eighteen species of the extinct animals, in 
common with some flint implements and fragments of human 
bones in the Aurignac Cave. Lartet regards them as artificially 
introduced. 
"The discovery," says Lyell, "of this suite of caverns near 
the sea, at Brixham, was made accidentally, by the roof of one 
of them falling in. None of the five external openings, now 
exposed to view, in steep cliffs or the sloping side of a valley 
were visible before the,. breccia and earthy matter, which blocked 
them up, were removed during the late exploration." 
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Prof. Ramsay's plan of the cave and its galleries, shows it to 
be ninety-five feet above the level of the sea, and sixty above 
the bottom of the adjacent valley. 
The surface deposit in the cave is stalagmite varying in thick-
ness from one to fifteen inches, and contains bones of the rein-
deer and a single entire bone ..,[the cave bear. Next below, is 
ocherous or reddish colored bone earth from one to fifteen feet 
thick, and beneath ~his is gravel, probed twenty feet without 
finding bottom. Bones of the elephant, rhinoceros, cave bear, 
cave hyena, cave lion, a species of horse, and some rodents were 
found, in connection with many flint knives, chiefly in the low-
est part of the bone earth, and one· thirteen feet below its sur-
face. Some less perfect specimens were met with in the lowest 
gravel. These flint tools are not only coeval with the extinct 
mammals, but Lyell says they are "anterior to the extinct ani-
mals." 
" The position of these bone caves in the limestonC:rock, 
ninety-five feet above the level of the sea, is conclusive evidence 
to any geologist, that great physical changes have occurred 
since these bones and flint tools were washed into the cavern. 
The little stream of water now flowing near the· cavern is sev-
enty-eight feet below it." 
Smearling examined over forty ossiferous caves, among them 
the Engis and Liege caverns which abound with extinct mam-
mals, in juxtaposition with human bones. The latter were 
sometimes found in the mud below bones of the bear, hyena, 
elephant, and rhinoceros. In the Ponders and Bize caverns, as 
well as others in France, fragments of pottery and flint tools 
have been found at the bottom, beneath the ossiferous remains 
of extinct animals. 
The fact of the contemporaneousness of man and the extinct 
mammals is now so universally admitted by geologists, paleon-
tologists and archeologists, that it needs no more mention of 
facts to satisfy an unprejudiced man, and a prejudiced one will 
say, "it ain't so," no matter how many facts you confront him 
with. 
With a brief mention of Kent's Cavern, England, I shall pass 
the cave dwellers. In 1832, Mr. Emeric, a Catholic clergyman, 
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discovered in this cave, in the red clay beneath the stalagmite, 
bones of the mammoth, rhinoceros, cave bear, and other extinct 
mammals, and several remarkable flint tools. In 1842, God-
win Austin obtained in this cave works of man with bones of 
extinct animals, in the red clay below the stalagmite. Up to 
1870, 3,948 boxes of fossil b~nes had been taken out of this 
cave with nearly 400 flint implements and several bone imple-
ments. 
A layer of black soil nine inches thick covered the stalagmitic 
floor, which was twelve feet thick, on an exposed part of which 
an inscription was found, dated 1688, yet very distinct, after the 
lapse of 184 years. Mr. Pengelly, F. R. S., one of the com-
mittee appointed to investigate the cave, says, "although the 
dripping of water was very copious, it had been insufficient to 
coat over and obliterate the writing. The cave earth, or floor 
underneath the stalagmite was full of flint implements, teeth of 
the mammoth, bear, hyena, and gnawed and split bones." Mr .. 
Dawkins found that the bones represented nearly all the c;pecies 
of extinct animals. In a breccia in the very bottom of the cave, 
a Hint was found, pronounced by Evans "to be of undoubted 
human workmanship." This instrument must be much older 
than the red clay above. 
Now, gentlemen, suppose the etching of the inscription 
to have been one line in depth, and filled up, and suppose the 
whole depth of the stalagmitic floor to have been formed at the 
same rate, and we shall find 314,4¢ years have passed since the 
tloor commenced to form: I have observed hundreds of inscrip-
tions made by ambitious youths and vain tourists upon 
sand rock and limestone ledges that were not a 
twenty-fourth part of an inch deep, and the inscrip-
tions found upon stones, horns and bones of the cave 
dwellers were not half a line deep, and often not more 
than a fourth of a line deep. Now, suppose the figures 1688 
on the stalagmite floor of Kent's cavern to have been the usual 
depth of those now found on the sand rock at Minnehaha Falls, 
and at many other places on the river.banks, and we have a 
period of 628,992 years since the stalagmite commenced to be 
laid down. All beneath this floor, must have been there, 
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when the stalagmite began to be depositt'd, and, therefore, very 
much older. 
Man in tlu Glacial Epoclt.-We have seen that Lyell states 
that the extinct animals existed in preglacial times, and sur-
vived the period of intense cold; that Foster, Leidy and others 
support this conclusion. We have also presented many facts, 
out of the vast multitude, which show that man and the 
extinct animals existed together in that epoch. 
"Towards the commencement," says Figuier, "of the quater-
nary epoch, a great natural phenomenon took place in Europe, 
under the influence of numerous and varied causes, whic~ up 
to the present time have not been fully recognized, a great por-
tion of Europe became covered with ice, on the one hand, 
making its way from the poles down to the most southern lati-
tudes, and on the other, descending into the plains from the 
highest summits of the mountain chains. Ice and ice-fields 
assumed a most considerable extension. As all the lower parts 
of the continent were covered by the sea, there were but a few 
plateaux, which could afford a refuge to man and animals flee-
ing from the deadly cold. Such was the glacial period which 
produced the annihilation of so many generations of animals. 
Man, however, was enabled to resist the attacks of revolted 
nature. Without doubt, in this unhappy period, he must have 
made but little progress. At all events the human species did 
not perish." 
"It is not under the hard conditions of the glacial epoch 
in Europe," says Dr. Falconer, a cautious and most unpreju-
diced reasoner, "that the earliest relics of the human race upon 
the globe are to be sought." 
Page says: " Man must have been then under circumstanceS 
of rigorous and uncertain existence, unfavorable to the struggle 
of life, and to the maintenance and spread of the species." 
Gentlemen, it is unnecessary to accumulate authority or 
to multiply facts. I have presented enough to convince the 
reasonable-and with the unreasonable I will hold no contro-
versy. Man lived in glacial times, and he had an ancestry that 
lived in preglacial times. 
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How Long Since the Commmcmunt of tlte Glacial Epoch f-
We have seen that the animals covered with wool and hair 
were found in the old glacial drift of Scotland, Germany and 
other regions. Gunn, King,. FC\lconer and Lyell agree that the 
forest bed of the Norfolk cliffs is preglacial, older than the 
oldest glacial epoch. The forest rests on the Cretaceous form-
ation. Lyell heads a table as follows: "Mammals of the For-
est and Lignite Beds below the Glacial Drift of the Norfolk 
Cliffs," and enumerates "Elepltas mtridtonali's, Elepltus primi-
;,iur, Elepltas antiquus, Rltinocn-os druscus, Hippopotamus, 
Sus, Equus fossilis, Bos, Cervus capriolt4S, Arvicolo amphibza, 
Castor brogontherium, and other species of the forest bed, and 
three species-nar whale, walrus and large whale, in marine beds 
above. I mention -these facts to prove the anterior existence 
of extinct animals and man, to the oldest known glacial period 
of Europe. 
From page 285 of Lyell's "Antiquity of man," I cite the fol-
lowing: "The submergence of Wales to the extent of 1400 feet 
as proved by glacial shells, would require s6,ooo years, at the 
rate of two and one half feet per century; but taking Professor 
Ramsay's estimate of 800 feet more, as stated, that depression 
being required for the deposition of some of the stratified drift, 
we must demand an additional period of 32,000 years, amount-
ing in all to 88,000 years, and the same time would be required 
for there-elevation of the tract to its present height. But if the 
land rose, in the second continental period, no more than 6oo 
feet above the present level, this six hundred feet would have 
required another 26,000 years ; the whole of the grand oscilla-
tion, comprising the submergence and re-emergence, having 
taken, in roun~ numbers 224,000 years for its completion, and 
this even, if there were no pause or stationary period when the 
downward movement ceased, and, before it was converted into 
an upward one." Lyell does not regard these changes to have 
been any more rapid than those witnessed by the present genera-
tion. "We have seen," says Lyell, "that all the plants and shells, 
marine and fresh water, of the forest bed, and associated fluvio-
marine strata of Norfolk are specifically identical with those of 
the living European flora and testatia, so that if upon such a 
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stratum a deposit of the present period, ~hether fresh water 
or marine, should be thrown down, it might lie conformably 
over it, and contain the same invertebrate fauna and flora. The 
strata, so superimposed wo~ld, in ordinary geological language, 
be called cotemporaneous, not on'Iy, as belonging to the same 
epoch, but as appertaining strictly to the same subdivision of 
one and the same epoch ; although, they would in fact, lt.avt 
bun s~parated by an interval of severalltundr~d tlwusand y~ars." 
Now, if we assume that each of the strata of the Norfolk 
drift, in other words, each of the strata, from the Cretaceofls 
formation to the surface, required 2 5,000 years each, then 250,000 
years passed ; if they required 50,000 years each, then 500,000 
years passed; if they required IOO,ooo years each, then a million 
of years fled during its formation, saying nothingof"an interval of 
several hundred thousand years" between each formation. The 
oldest glaciation of Europe bears a very high antiquity, and 
the youngest is growing hoary with its thousands of centuries. 
Prof. Gunning estimates that the Niagara river has been 
200,000 years in Wt!aring its way back from Lewiston to the 
Horse Shoe, and says, "unquestionably, the channel has been 
excavated since the close of the glacial epoch, which science 
ha'i well-nigh demonstrated, occurred about 200,000 years ago. 
It had cut back two miles and a half when the glacial period came, 
and lakes and rivers and the great cataract were buried under 
a collossal sheet of ice. If we can trust astronomical data 
(Stone's tables of the eccentricity of the earth's orbit) the glacial 
epoch lasted about so,ooo years. Add this to the age of the 
present channel and 25,000 years for the preglacial channel, and 
we have 275,000 years as an approximation to the age of the 
Niagara river." If Desor's estimation of three feet recession 
per century is correct, then Niagara river is 38b,ooo years old. 
Whether or not there was a period of from 200,000 to 3CO,-
ooo years intervening between the old glacial epoch and the 
newer glacial period, is not very definitely made out. Geolo· 
gists have endeavored to approximate the length of the 
period, and regard it as somewhere between two and three 
hundred thousand years. Be this as it may, the evidence 
drawn from geology and paleontology, both floral and faunal, 
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together with the great physical and geographical changes, 
elevations and depressions and the formation of strata upon 
strata, and these aided by Stone's astronomical tables, render 
it pretty conclusive that the old glaciation of Europe dates 
back, at least, half a million of years. 
Gentlemen, as ancient as the dawn of the glacial epoch 
appears to be, we have, nevertheless, found the rude imperish-
able stone implements of man there, and the geologist and 
evolutionist find evidence that man of that old time trod upon 
the dust of his ancestry whose name and nation had even then 
been forgotten, but whose records remain imperishable upon 
the' tablets of older geological times. Are there any well 
founded reasons why man did .not inhabit the earth prior to the 
glacial epoch ? When it came, all the antecedent geological 
changes were complete. Vast continents clothed with luxu-
riant foliage had existed for millions of years ; extensive forests 
of gigantic trees, in successive generations, had grown and 
formed our coal beds. In the higher latitudes, where we now 
find mosses and saxifrages predominating, flourished the sequia 
and magnolia in pre-glacial times. Vast ages before this epoch 
appeared, the conditions for the existence of mammals of the 
highest orders were complete, and the seas and oceans teemed 
with edible mollusks and fish. The pre-glacial forests, plains 
and river valleys were the luxuriant grazing fields for the fossil 
' mammals that have left their bones, not only in glacial and 
post-tertiary times, but in the Pliocene strata, and in the 
Miocene formations, if not in the Eocene. 
Leidy, our paleontological prodigy and comparative anato-
mist, in speaking of the horse, remarks: "the subsequent discov-
ery of the remains of two species of the closely allied extinct 
genus H iparian, in addition to the discovery of remains of two 
extinct equine genera of an earlier geological period. leaves no 
room to doubt the former existence of the horse on the Amer-
ican Continent contemporaneously with the m.astodon and 
megalonyx and man was jWobably !tis companion." 
In the lowest beds of the post-pliocene, and in the higher 
beds of the Pliocene, in the Val D'arno and in the Val De 
Chiana in Italy, human bones and works of art have been dis-
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covered in connection with bones of Ekpllas primig-enius, Cer-
vus euryuras, Bison priscus and Equus. A human skull was 
taken from the upper Miocene in the plain of Artino, and 
another cranium was discovered in the same plain and in the 
same geological formation in connection with some mastodon 
bones. 
In the auriferous gravel drifts of Calaveras Co., Cal., in a 
shaft at the depth of 130 feet, a human skull, two metatarsal 
bones, the lower end of a fibula, part of an ulna and sternum and 
a part of a tibia of another skeleton were brought up, with a shell 
of Hiler Mormonmsis from the auriferous beds of Bald moun-
tain, beneath five beds of volcanic lava and tufa separated by 
auriferous gravel beds. There was not a crevice, or any possi-
ble avenue through the nine strata superimposed upon the 
bones, through which ·they could have got to the depth at 
which they were found, thus, riveting the fact that the over-
lying formations were all subsequent to the deposition of the 
relics, which stamps them with an antiquity of great value to 
the prehistoric enquirer, because they came from the Miocene 
formation, or are supposed to belong there by good geologists. 
Rev. R. F. Sample of Westminster Church, Minneapolis, 
cast doubts upon the authenticity and antiquity of this skull, 
and says "but a single dash of the brush may, forever, obliterate 
the productions of Raphael's genius, and so all these marvelous 
pictures of the past are at once demolished when we learn that • 
THIS LYING BONE was the possession of a man who lived lungsinct 
the last of the Astecs went over the river and one day in Cali-
fornia fell down a miner's shaft in Calaveras county." I have 
shown that parts of two human skeletons and a skull were 
brought up from the bottom of the shaft. Mr. S. Kneeland, in 
his "Annual of Scientific Discovery for 18~,'' says: "the shaft 
was sunk in Bald mountain in September, 1866, at a depth of 
one hundred and thirty feet, beneath several beds of volcanic 
matter and 11uriferous gravel. The shaft was soon after filled 
with water, and so it now remains." In the same volume, 
Prof. J. D. Whitney says : " above the layer of gravel in which 
it was found, were four beds of lava with three of gravel inter-
posed between them. From the manner in which the skull 
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was fractured," he concludes: "It was swept with many other 
bones down a shallow but violent stream, where it was exposed 
to the boulders of the bed. In its passage, it was broken and 
at last came to rest in a position where water, charged with 
calcareous matter, had access to it on a base of auriferous 
gravel. From all the circumstances," he thought "the owner 
of the skull lived before the glacial epoch, and that man had, 
therefore, seen and survived that great convulsion." 
Kneeland says: ·~Since .the stream flowed in that ancient 
water eourse, by tlfe side of which this skull was found, a 
deposit of one hundred and thirty fe\!t of earth, lava, and 
basalt had been placed above it, and another river has worn 
another valley, to the depth of thousands of feet through the 
rock which formed the site of the ancient valley. The geolo-
gist shrinks from naming the number of thousands of years 
which forms the lowest period necessary for bringing about 
such changes. The fact, however, that such changes must 
have taken place, since the water which carried down the skull 
ceased to flow in the ancient stream, ca"n no more be doubted 
than the multiplication table." 
Mr. Sample represents that he has learned that the Calav-
eras skull is a " LYING BONE." which if taken as a type of his 
faithful representation of the truth would indicate that his 
ftock has been most bountifully supplied, Competent geolo-
gi!.ts, after carefully examining the spot, and closely interro-
gating the finders, aver that there was not a crack or crevice 
through which the relics could have possibly fallen to the place 
where found, and that the statements of the finders are posi-
tive that they were first discovered in the bottom of the shaft. 
Now, which stands highest in your serious thought? 
Sample, no doubt say you-and so he ought. 
But he says, this "LYING BONE was the possession of a man, 
who lived long since the Astecs." Did this lying bone possess 
two skeletons? 
"A great retailer of this curious ware 
Having unloaded and made many stare. 
C.O this be true?-an arch observer cries, 
Yes,(rather moved) I saw it with these eyes. 
Sir, I believe it on that ground alone; 
I could not, had I seen it with my own." 
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Foster says: "in 1847, Dr. C. F. Winslow sent to the Boston 
Natural History Society the fragment of a human cranium 
found in the 'pay drift' in connection with bones of the masto-
don and elephant, 18o feet below the surface of Table moun-
tain, California. Dr. Winslow has described to me, all the 
particulars in reference to this 'find,' and there is no doubt, in 
his mind,that the remains of man and the great quadrupeds 
were deposited contemporaneously." 
"This skull, admitting its authenticity, carries back the advent 
of man to the Pliocene epoch, and is, the~fore, older than the 
stone implements of the drift gravel of Abbeville and Amiens, 
or the relics furnished by the cave drift of Belgium and France. 
* * Since the introduction, then, of man, the physical 
features, as well as the climate of this region, have undergone 
great changes. The volcanic peaks of the Sierras have been 
lifted up, the glaciers have disappeared, the great canons them-
selves have been excavated in the solid rock, and what was 
once the beds of streams now form the Table mountains." 
Forbes says that the oldest outburst of auriferous matter "came 
through the Silurian, the second through the Oolite of the 
Jurassic, and the very latest may have been as late as the early 
Cretaceous." The youngest of these auriferous outbursts must 
bear an antiquity equal to the denudation of the Wealden 
valley, estimated by Lubbock to have taken IS,OOO,OOO years. 
Perhaps, a hint may be derived from this, which will be of ser· 
vice in estimating the lapse of time, since the physical changes 
commenced that lifted up the Sierra Nevada mountains, and 
eroded the great canons in the solid rocks, all of which have 
transpired since the advent of man and the great mammals on 
the auriferous fields. 
Gentlemen, we have now retreated into prehistoric ages, very 
remote. Step by step, geology has led us back in the morning 
of time, archeology has all along confirmed the presence of man 
in connection with paleontological remains, and pushed the 
antiquity of our progenitors, more and more remotely into tht: 
bygone ages. We have seen man, with his flint arrow, striking 
down the animal of rapid pace, and with his stone hatchet con· 
tending with the cave bear and mammoth--those mightly quad· 
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rupeds whose broad shadows seemed to flit indistinctly across 
the ice bound valleys of the quaternary epoch; we have seen 
him in the ancient Danish forests 36,000 years ago, and before 
the peat beds grew ; we have seen him casting his bone hook 
from his pile habitation into the crystal lake.s which have nat-
urally filled up and become dry land on which the city of Zug 
now stands, and the Austrian soldier tramps upon dry land 
many feet above the habitations of the man of the stone age. 
We have seen him 6oo,ooo years ago, dwelling in caves aod 
hollows of the earth, flaking his flint and chipping his obsidian 
instruments to increase his power; we have seen him struggling 
for existence under the hard conditions of glacial times; we have 
brought him up from beneath the mountains 18o feet, there 
entombed with the mastodon in the auriferous gravels before 
the mountains grew, or the little brooklets had worn out the . 
great canons in the solid rocks; we have found him in pre-
glacial times, and geology has exposed him in the Pliocene beds 
and in the Miocene, if not in the Eocene formations of the 
Tertiary. 
If he gnashed the flesh of the rhinoc~ros and the cave bear 
in the Neanderthal and Engis caves, 500,000 years ago, and 
feasted upon the mastodon and elephant in Kent's Hole 
JOO,OCX> years ago, and made his grave in the golde~ sands 
and gravels of California 1,500,000 or 2,000,000 years ago, still 
we behold him with an ancestry, whose name and nation had 
perished from the earth, and whose dust mingled with the dust 
of his auriferous gravelly grave. 
Gentlemen, it is not under the hard conditions of the glacial 
epoch in Europe that the earliest relics of the human race upon 
the globe are to be sought. It is not in the caverns of Belgium 
or France, England, or America, it is not beneath fifty or sixty 
feet. of fluvio-marine strata, nor in the forest bed of the Norfolk 
Cliffs, nor is it beneath one hundred and eighty feet of volcanic 
lava and auriferous beds of Table mountain that we are to search 
for the earliest records of man, for Europe was peopled by an 
oriental descent, and the first men of America could not have 
been autochthons, but have descended from an oriental stock. 
Pagt:, a very excellent reasoner says, "high, therefore, as may 
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be t:he gedlogical antiquity of man in western Europe and 
southern Asia, we must seek for still earlier itaces in other parts 
of Asia, as well as of Africa; and even were such traces dis-
covered, we are not to believe that the lowest existing variety 
may not have been preceded, in late Tertiary times, by others still 
more lowly, both in physical and mental endowments. It is 
there where the necessaries of life are produced by Nature in 
the greatest variety, and obtained with the smallest effort-
t4ere, where climate exacts the least protection against the 
vicissitudes of the weather, and there, where the lower animals 
which approach him nearest now exist, and where fossil remains 
turn up in greatest variety and abundance that earlier traces 
will be found. The earliest date to which we have been able to 
trace back man in Europe and America is probably but as yes-
. terday in comparison with the epoch when he first appeared 
more like the homo than he did like the anthropoid, in those 
more favored regions of the earth. 
No other line of argument, save that of ascensive variation 
by progressive modification, can account for man's ruder and 
cruder states, as exhibited by his craniel contrasts and his work-
manship, as we descend along his geological relations into the 
remote ages of the past. 
If w~, with Sir Charles Lyell regard 950,000 years as only 
sufficient to account for the changes of the recent period of 
our planet, what shall we say of the mighty changes of the Pli· 
ocene period, and who shall say, it did not take another 950,000 
years in which to work the wondrous changes of the newer 
Miocene period, in which human remains have been found ? 
Well did Humboldt exclaim : ''it is in vain that we direct our 
thoughts to the solution of the great problem of the first origin, 
since, man is too intimately associated with his own race and 
with relations to time, to conceive of the existence of an indi· 
vidual independent of a preceding generation and age !" But 
gentlemen, if we cannot conceive of an individual without a 
progenitor, we may conceive the progenitor to be lower in the 
scale of development, both physically and mentally than the 
offspring, and so we can descend the scale of time with our race, 
on the philosophical basis of progression by ascensive variation 
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and modification, and be constantly 'in harmony with geologi-
cal chronologies. We can trace the ascent of man by varia-
tion, and reason about it as of a kind with other natural pro-
cesses, and although, unable, perhaps, always to explain, we 
can follow it as an indication, at least, of the method which 
Nature has adopted in harmony with law created by Deity to 
affect design. We may believe in a direct act of creation of 
man, but we cannot prove it, or make it a subject of reasoning. 
Hence, we may admit possibilities, which are mere matters of 
faith, but there is clearly, no other course for science and phil-
osphy, except to reason from the revelations of Nature. We 
may believe that all the great geological changes of the earth, 
prior to man's advent upon it, were carried on exclusively to 
fit it up for his abode, but we cannot prove it, and archeology 
and paleontology stamp it and label it an absurdity eveey-
where. 
We cannot honestly disregard the evidences of the great 
antiquity of the human race. We cannot set aside the great 
physical changes, the alterations of sea and land, the accum~ 
lations of strata upon strata in which human relics have been 
found, in order to harmonize geology with any preconceived 
' chronology. The great floral and faunal changes which have 
occurred since all the conditions of the earth were complete 
for man's abode imply a prodigious lapse of time, not to be 
numbered by a few hundred thousand centuries. We cannot 
close our eyes against the revelations of geo~ogy, an:heology 
and paleontology, and attempt to explain them away in favor 
of any preconceived opinions as to the antiquity of man, and 
be true to the dignity of our nature, true to reason, and true 
to common sense. To do this would be to discard the clearest 
revelations of Science and disregard the clearest legitimate 
deductions, as well as willfully and untruthfully to resist con-
viction. 
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